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Abstract We present a case study of a pilot project that was developed to evaluate
the use of data mining in audit selection for the Minnesota Department of Revenue
(DOR). The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) estimated the gap between revenue
owed and revenue collected for 2001 to be approximately $345 billion, of which
they were able to recover only $55 billion, and the estimated gap for 2006 was
approximately $450 billion, of which the IRS was able to recover only $65 billion.
It is critical for the government to reduce the gap and the fundamental process for
doing so is audit selection. We present a data mining based approach that was used
to improve the audit selection process at the DOR. We describe the manual audit
selection process used at the time of the pilot project for Sales and Use taxes, discuss
the data from various sources, address issues regarding feature selection, and explain
the data mining techniques used. Results from the pilot project revealed that the data
mining based approach can increase efficiency in the audit selection process. We
also report results from actual field audits performed by auditors at the DOR, and
results validated the usefulness of the data mining based approach for audit selection.
The impact of the pilot project would be a refinement of the manual audit selection
process and tax assessment procedures for other types of taxes.
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1 Introduction

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) uses the concept of tax gap to estimate the amount
of non-compliance with tax laws.1 The tax gap measures the difference between the
amount of tax that taxpayers should pay and the amount that taxpayers actually pay
on time. The estimated tax gap is stable over time, ranging between 16 and 20 % of
tax liability [29]. For Tax Year 2001, the estimated tax gap was roughly $345 billion
and only a small portion was eventually collected. The IRS recovered roughly $55
billion, 15.9 % of the total tax gap, reducing it to $290 billion for Tax Year 2001.
For Tax Year 2006, the estimated tax gap was about $450 billion, while the net tax
gap (which could not be collected through enforcement or late payments) was about
$385 billion. Tax evasion is problem that all modern economics have to face and
solve [34]. As former IRS Commissioner Mark W. Everson indicates,2

“The magnitude of this tax gap highlights the critical role of enforcement in keeping our
system of tax administration healthy.”

Also as Andreoni et al. indicates [1],

“Characterizing and explaining the observed patterns of tax noncompliance, and ultimately
finding ways to reduce it, are of obvious importance to nations around the world.”

Improving government efficiency is important for effective governance, while im-
proving tax assessment efficiency is essential for economic activities. This is
especially critical in a tough economy.

Since tax is the primary source of revenue for the government, it is imperative for
the government to reduce the tax gap. The first step in doing so is to understand the
sources of this tax gap. These include non-filing of tax returns, underreporting of tax,
and underpayment of tax. Underreporting of tax is the single largest factor, and the
amount underreported is much larger than the sum of non-filing and underpayment.
As Toder indicates [29],

“Underreporting of tax liability is a much bigger source of the tax gap ($285 billion) than
either underpayment ($33 billion) or non-filling ($27 billion).”

Thus, underreporting of taxes is an important challenge presented to the government;
however discovering these cases requires considerable effort and work from multiple
departments. The problem for the government is how to efficiently discover individ-
uals or businesses that potentially owed taxes [11]. The data mining community has
made contributions towards solving this problem. Related work includes using arti-
ficial neural network (ANN) to determine if an audit case requires further audit [35],
using classification techniques to assist in strategies for audit planning [4, 5], and
using machine learning and statistical methods to identify high-income individuals
taking advantage of abusive tax shelters [14].

1 http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0„id=158619,00.html
2 http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0„id=154496,00.html
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Most research models underreporting of tax as fraudulent behavior and discovery
of unreported taxes as a fraud detection problem. Business or finance related fraud
detection problems have been receiving a lot of attention from the data mining com-
munity [3, 5, 24, 25, 31, 32]. In the pilot project presented in this article, in contrast,
we focused on a different problem, viz. audit selection. An audit is an exploration
into records of a taxpayer with the goal of finding out if the taxpayer properly re-
ported tax liabilities, and the goal of an audit selection strategy is not to track down
all tax evaders but to use the resources in a more efficient way in order to help the
government get better returns on investments [19].

In particular, in the pilot project, we focused on a specific form of tax called Use
tax. Use tax is similar to but differs from Sales tax in that Use tax is on the use of
taxable goods and services [13]. However, the data mining based approach presented
in this article also helped audit selection for Sales tax, since audits for Sales and Use
taxes are usually conducted together. Cornia indicated that Sales tax could contribute
to 30 % of the annual revenue of states that have employed Sales tax (and most states
have done so), and also that the estimated loss in Use tax revenue could be more
than $55 billion by 2011 [13]. While the audit selection process for Sales and Use
taxes is an important part of tax administration, so far (to the best of our knowledge)
limited research in the areas of data mining applications has addressed it.

Bots and Lohman discussed the added value of data mining in a tax collection
agency [6]. Gupta and Nagadevara studied the application of data mining to audit
selection strategy and provided a review of some published research articles [19].
Cleary used data mining to help select better targeting cases for audits and further to
reduce costs of audits [12]. What distinguishes the work we have done for the pilot
project from the work done by others is that we focused on Sales and Use taxes in
the USA, and that we not only used data from actual field audits for model training
but also reported results from the deployment of the data mining based approach in
a real audit project.

Figure 1 illustrates the big picture for the problem addressed in the pilot project:
The y-axis is the ratio of the average benefit (or revenue) obtained from an audit case
to the average cost of an audit; the x-axis is the number of audits that are ranked
according to some criteria, such as the business size. Large businesses are usually
selected because they are few in number and typically have higher B/C (Benefit/Cost)
values, therefore resulting in higher potential auditing revenue. In contrast, small
businesses are selected more or less at random. Improvement of audit selection can
be obtained by 1) getting higher B/C values (i.e. creating a lift) in the tail area of this
graph, or 2) extending the curve with the same B/C values (i.e. making an extension)
in the tail area. In the pilot project, we adopted the first method. That is, we aimed
at increasing B/C values for (relatively) small businesses.

In the pilot project, data mining was used to analyze a collection of candidate cases
filtered from the database and to identify a smaller set of more profitable candidate
cases. The identified candidates would be good cases for field audit. In the pilot
project, this was posed as a classification problem, and we used supervised learning
techniques with historical data for training.
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Fig. 1 The big picture for the
audit selection problem

Focusing on a particular tax type and a specific group of taxpayers, in this article
we describe the approach used in the pilot project, report validation results, and
analyze tax audit data and results collected during a certain period of time. The tax
audit data reflects taxpayer behavior and poses certain challenges for data mining.
This data contains latent subgroups and suffers from the imperfect nature of real-
world data, such as missing values and noise. Models trained on this data are tested
using data from actual field audits conducted during a subsequent period of time.
It must be noted that the approach used has been validated by the DOR, based on
actual field audits performed by auditors (which means that for interested cases,
auditors reviewed their business and tax records, visited their business locations, and
determined their compliance with the tax laws). The data mining based approach
has been used in a real audit project. Thus, this paper presents a unique and valuable
case study of a pilot project for mining tax data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces domain
knowledge and background information. Section 3 describes our approach to use
data mining in audit selection, and Sect. 4 reports the results for data mining on real-
world data. Section 5 reports validation results from actual field audits and Sect. 6
concludes this paper with a discussion on the impact of the pilot project.

2 Background

The DOR is responsible for executing and enforcing the tax laws defined by the
legislative process. Enforcement of the tax laws is one key piece of this process.
Carrying out audits to identify taxpayers that are furthest from tax compliance is a
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central component of this process. The DOR has a limited number of resources to
allocate to this process, thus it is of interest to find better ways to identify taxpayers
furthest from compliance and therefore allocate resources more efficiently. There
are opportunities within the DOR to improve the efficiency of compliance activities
and subsequently increase revenue. Data mining can identify these, as demonstrated
in the pilot project presented in this article. In looking at the existing compliance
efforts, there are essentially two avenues for improving efficiency and increasing
revenue: Cost savings and revenue collection.

Cost savings could be understood through the following example. One of the
most successful audit projects in the end did not generate sufficient revenue for the
DOR. That is, the work on the project returned less than what the DOR invested into
the project. If successful in reducing costs for the project, data mining has an even
greater potential to reduce costs for audit projects that generate a higher number
of unsuccessful audits. Moreover, revenue collection is another essential way to
improve efficiency and increase revenue. For every given audit executed, there is
potentially a better audit candidate that is not being audited that could provide a
higher return for the DOR than the audit this is being performed.

The major issue for audit selection is that of effectively selecting audit cases from
a pool of candidates, such that the selected cases will result in substantial revenue
gains. Audit selection is the very first step in any tax audit project (no matter whether
data mining is used or not). Improving the efficiency of audit selection is a key
strategic priority to drive government revenue growth. The more frequently the tax
collection agency selects potentially profitable cases for audits, fewer unsuccessful
audits could be expected, more cost savings will be achieved, and more revenue
will be brought into the government. Audit selection is thus important for all audit
projects and requires intensive efforts as well as knowledge from experts.

It is impractical to audit all taxpayers with the limited time and resources provided.
Moreover, there is always a cost associated with an audit and the generated revenue
might not cover it. Due to these factors, in any audit project experts evaluate certain
audit cases and determine taxpayers who are at potential risk for underreporting or
underpaying taxes. The final results (i.e. the revenue generated by audit cases) are
highly dependent on the quality of the pool of selected taxpayers or audit cases.
Although there is a systematic selection approach, it serves more as a guideline and
audit cases are generally evaluated by experts based on their experience. Neverthe-
less, there is room for improvement and data mining has potential to improve the
audit selection process.

At the time of the pilot project, the process for audit selection was human-intensive
and depended heavily on the experience of experts.3 To begin, rules derived from
tax research were used to filter out several thousand candidate cases from a database

3 Some workflows have been changed since the pilot project was completed, and part of the data
mining based approach (presented in this article) has been changed because of the introduction of
the comprehensive Integrated Tax system, the advances in the analytic capability, and the amount
of data available. Nevertheless, the objective of this paper is to share our experiences of using data
mining to improve audit selection for the DOR.
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or data warehouse (the first stage). This list of candidate cases was then refined and
several hundred were selected for field audits (the second stage). In the refinement
stage, experts evaluated candidate cases based on pre-specified rules, but evaluation
was mostly based on their experience and expertise. If audit cases were well selected
in the previous two stages, there was a higher likelihood of generating cost savings
and additional revenue. If an audit case turned out to be unsuccessful (i.e. to generate
revenue less than the efforts associated with the audit process), the cost was not only
time but also the loss of an opportunity to work on a successful case. The goal of
the pilot project was to use data mining to improve audit selection, particularly the
second stage. As for the first stage, where an initial pool of candidates was generated,
the audit selection criteria and process are confidential.

Data mining is a solution that enables increased efficiency and revenue collection
and is applicable to most or all of compliance activities. If we view the data mining
based approach as a functional component in the whole audit selection process, its
input is the initial pool of candidate cases prepared by experts and its output is a
collection of labels, each of which corresponds to a case and is with one of the two
possible values Good or Bad. Those labeled as Good would be cases for field audit.
Nevertheless, data mining is not the only solution to improve audit selection at the
DOR.

In the rest of this section, we first introduce some types of taxes, especially Sales
and Use taxes. Then, for each tax type we briefly describe the special part in its audit
process (used at the time of the pilot project). Given that each tax type has unique
characteristics and varying degrees of reliance on data sources other than its own tax
return, the audit process varies across divisions at the DOR. All divisions at the DOR
are motivated to increase efficiency throughout the audit process, so the approach
developed in the pilot project would help the DOR develop the data mining audit
processes for other types of taxes.

Sales and Use Taxes Nearly all returns of Sales and Use taxes were processed
electronically which allowed the DOR to make use of audit selectors as the return
was being processed. Experts used a few dozen selectors. There was room to increase
this number but not from the return itself. Once the returns were in the tax system,
experts requested worksheets listing subsets of taxpayer financial information. They
then sorted this list and added other sources as necessary to look up business taxpayers
who were furthest from tax compliance.Audit selection process used both pre-defined
queries and ad-hoc queries. However, most audit selection work was delegated to
each region to extract independently using the data available in spreadsheets and the
related system.

Individual Income Tax Part of the Individual Income Tax audit workload was re-
duced by filtering out non-compliance that could be identified by looking at the
returns alone or in comparison with available federal return data as the return was
being processed.

Corporate Franchise Tax Processing the Corporate Tax Returns and getting the
paper filed returns into electronic entry format was a difficult task. The returns came
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in many different formats and it was a challenge for data entry personnel to fit the
data into the standard tax return data structure. The electronic data was therefore
somewhat suspect at that time.

Partnership, Estate, Fiduciary, S-Corporation (PEFS) Tax Their filings were en-
tered into the corresponding tax system. Some audit selectors called audit flags were
implemented. Proven queries and investigative queries played a part in audit selec-
tion. Federal, Individual, and other data were merged with PEFS data to identify
audit candidates. Additional staff and additional data sources could lead to more
investigative audits and ultimately better audit selection quality.

In this paper, we present the work of a pilot study that we have done at the DOR,
and the focus was on Sales and Use taxes. The DOR defined the problem addressed in
the pilot project a typical binary classification problem to keep the pilot study simple.
The reason why the DOR used average cost (and revenue) rather than individual costs
(and revenues) was also to keep the pilot study simple. The results, as reported later
in this article, showed that the classification models built under such simple settings
were beneficial in a real audit project.

3 Approach

Data mining has been applied to finance and accounting [23, 39]. Zhang and Zhou
pointed out the challenges of applying data mining to finance [39], and those dis-
cussed in this section include choosing data mining techniques, integrating multiple
data mining techniques, and using heterogeneous and distributed data sources. The
approach developed in the pilot project is based on supervised learning (i.e. classifi-
cation), while Yang et al. proposed an approach based on unsupervised learning (i.e.
clustering) to analyze tax returns [37]. Since we have data sets with labels given by
experts at the DOR (and labels themselves are informative), it is reasonable to use
supervised learning.

Now let us consider the audit process (for Sales and Use taxes) used at the time of
the pilot project. In the final pool of field audits, about half of the audits were fixed
irrespective of their outcome. These included the largest companies in every state
zone4 that were audited regularly. Also included was a group of audits dedicated to
research conducted internally by experts. The other half was handpicked by experts
using the audit selection process. These hand-picked audits fell under a general
category called APGEN (i.e. Audit Plan—General), and typically consisted of cases
involving small to medium scale sized businesses. Figure 2 presents the process for
audit selection for the APGEN category used at the time of the pilot project. Initially,
experts posed a database query in order to select several thousand candidate cases
out of all the businesses in the state. The query depended on tax type and other

4 State zones are divisions of the state, created and used internally by the DOR for efficient work-load
balancing.
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Fig. 2 The manual audit selection process for audit selection used at the time of the pilot project

information. Additionally, experts could potentially refine the query for candidates
satisfying certain other criteria (most likely criteria depending on the state of the
economy, industries and other situational factors at the time candidates filled tax
returns). Next, experts examined some of the candidates in more detail and selected
roughly 10 % for further examination and audit. Experts at the DOR have a method
to rank cases, but its confidentiality is protected by law. They would probably also
select certain cases based upon suspicions, recommendations from other experts,
tip-offs, etc. The final selection was based on case by case subjective evaluations by
experts at the DOR. Finally, field audits were conducted on those selected cases and
success was measured using audit accuracy along with return on investment (ROI,
which represents efficiency and whose definition is given later in this article). In other
words, the first two steps in Fig. 2 respectively correspond to the two stages of the
process for audit selection (at the time of the pilot project), as introduced in Sect. 1.
The more potentially good audit cases that were selected in the first two stages, the
higher the revenue from the audits. If an audit case turned out to be unsuccessful, then
it would be a loss in two respects: (1) time and effort put in the audit was wasted, and
(2) the resources could have been directed at a successful case, and thus, potential
revenue from a successful audit was lost.

In the pilot project, data mining was applied to the audit selection process (used
at the time of the pilot project) and was used to select field audits from the pool of
several thousand candidate cases resulting from the database query. That is, the focus
of the pilot project was on Step 2 in Fig. 2. As previously mentioned, the selection
criteria to generate the initial pool is strictly confidential, thus the goal of the pilot
project was to analyze the generated pool rather than to generate such a pool of
candidates. Nevertheless, the approach developed in the pilot project could help us
‘data mining practitioners’and the DOR construct models used to generate the initial
candidates. In the pilot project, we focused on Sales and Use taxes and our goal was
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to identify candidate cases having higher chances of success of an audit for Sales and
Use taxes. The pilot project focused only on audits in the APGEN category (since
audits in all other categories were pre-determined), so a binary definition of goodness
of an audit was used and defined as the following: Greater than $500 per year during
the audit period is Good; less than $500 per year during the audit period is Bad.
Audit period is the number of years in the past (starting from the interested fiscal
year) for which tax compliance is checked. In almost all cases the audit period is 3
years. In the pilot project, a Use tax assessment of $1500 was considered a successful
audit. This criterion was determined by experts at the DOR. The threshold implied
that an audit generating revenue of $1600 would be viewed as successful as an audit
generating revenue of $16,000. It was what the DOR used to evaluate the selected
audits, however. We used it because we intended to make the data mining based
approach compatible with the whole audit selection process used by the DOR (at
the time of the pilot project). Moreover, it would be useful to consider the cost of
individual audits, since the effort to audit a large corporation is more than that to
audit a small corporation. Using an average cost for all audits was also what the DOR
used in evaluation (at the time of the pilot project). We used it for the same reason:
compatibility.

Taxpayer behavior varies across many diverse factors and as a result, even though
the focus of the pilot project was on Use tax (while audits for Sales and Use taxes are
usually conducted together); data sources from other tax returns were considered as
features. Figure 3 illustrates these data sources, including business registration, in-
come, returns of Sales and Use taxes. Use tax field audits and their results conducted
over the last 3 years were used to construct the training and test data. Multiple data
sources were used for audit selection. This is because business tax data are compli-
cated and related, with certain data sources having potential information regarding
Use tax compliance. The training data set consisted of APGEN Use tax audits and
their results for the years 2004–2006. The test data consisted of APGEN Use tax
audits conducted in 2007 was used to test or evaluate models built on the training
data set, while validation was done by actually conducting field audits on predictions
made by models built on 2007 Use tax return data (processed in 2008). These three
data sets are listed below:

• Training: 2004–2006
• Test or evaluation: 2007
• Validation: 2007

Please note that the two 2007 data sets are different (and there are no common records
between the two 2007 data sets).

For data preparation, we started with cleaning the training data set by removing
inadequate cases (i.e. cases with none or, at most, one year of tax return data). These
cases were generally new businesses or businesses that did not file tax returns, and
they had no values (i.e. nulls) for most of the features necessary and were removed
from the training data. The data set originally consisting of 11,083 cases was cut down
to 10,943 cases after this step. Experts helped us select an initial list of more than 220
features from the various data sources, as shown in Fig. 3. After iterative cycles of
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Fig. 3 Data sources for data mining

feature selection and expert consultations a handful of features were selected. These
features consisted of two categories: (1) Features related to business characteristics
obtained from business registration data, geographic location and type of business,
and (2) features correlated with the size of the business, for the three years of the audit
period. Nevertheless, details of features that were actually used in the pilot project
could not be reported here due to the confidential nature of the tax audit process.
Doing so can increase the potential for re-engineering of the audit process, which is
clearly undesirable and unlawful.

Initial classification models built using the refined feature set were leaning heavily
towards rule-sets that predicted successful audits for larger businesses. During the
evaluation stage (using n-fold cross-validation on training data as well as results on
test data) it was observed that the initial classification models did well for roughly
half the population which consisted of relatively larger businesses, but poorly on the
other half which consisted of smaller businesses. The pattern correlating business
size with audit success was so dominant that almost all other patterns did not have
sufficient relative support to be detected. Therefore, it was decided to divide the
original modeling task into two parts: (1) Building one classification model for
audit prediction on (relatively) larger businesses (for which the initial classification
models seemed to be doing well), and (2) building a second classification model for
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(relatively) smaller businesses. We chose to label these two categories as APGEN
Large and APGEN Small respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3, we used the same procedure to divide the original three data
sets: The training data set was split into an APGEN Large data set and an APGEN
Small data set. These two data sets were disjoint. Likewise, the test or evaluation
data set was divided into two data sets: one was for APGEN Large and the other was
for APGEN Small. The validation data set was also divided into such two data sets.

Businesses in the training set were ranked from largest to smallest, with average
annual withholding amount being used as an indicator for business size. The annual
withholding amount was directly related to the number of employees and was a
very strong indicator of business size. Statistical t-tests were used to determine a
withholding amount threshold such that for all businesses below it, there was no
significant difference between annual withholding amounts of good and bad audit
cases. For cases larger than the threshold value, the business size played an important
role in picking good audits (these were mainly the larger businesses in the data set).

The actual withholding amount determined for such a division was determined
by using statistical t-tests with various values (to check whether the two sets after
a division were really different) and it served as a constant threshold in the pilot
project. Thus, the threshold was used to divide the data set into the APGEN Large
and APGEN Small categories. Again, the value of the threshold is confidential.

Next, feature selection was performed for APGEN Large and Small individu-
ally and different feature sets were obtained for each. Figure 4 presents the feature
selection process. Starting from the original feature set, a working feature set was
constructed and used as training data to build classification models. We used C4.5
(a decision tree algorithm) [27], Naïve Bayes, multilayer perceptron (an ANN
algorithm), support vector machine (SVM) [10, 16], and some others to build clas-
sification models. For a set of features in which we were interested, we averaged
performance over all the models (excluding those performing significantly poorly).
If the results were sufficiently good (on training data and measured using n-fold
cross-validation), evaluating the model with test data was performed next. Here,
good results were defined as those achieving reasonably high precision and recall
with improved estimated ROI (as defined later in this article). In addition, the feature
sets corresponding to good results were expected to be consistent with the knowledge
and experience of experts. However, at any point where results were not adequately
good, the models and their results along with help from experts were examined to
identify and remove inadequate features and/or derive new ones. This process was
repeated iteratively in order to best use information embedded in the data. Deriving
new features was suitable for this purpose and provided a chance for the classification
algorithm to analyze the data from different perspectives.

Please note that what is shown in Fig. 4 is not the process used to train models
but that used to select features. The test or evaluation data set was used to test or
evaluate the feature sets selected to train models, and the results were fed back to
the training process. That is, no cases in the test or evaluation data set were used to
train a model.
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Fig. 4 The feature selection process

We used the same process to select features for APGEN Large and Small, while
the set of selected features for APGEN Large was different from that for APGEN
Small. Nevertheless, some features were important for both. It is unlawful to reveal
the details of the selected features, but we believe that the feature selection process
presented in Fig. 4 is valuable and can be used in many other real-world data mining
projects.

With the help of experts at the DOR, two special categories of features were
recognized for data cleaning and schema reformatting. One special category was
composed of features from pre-audit information, which was compiled before au-
ditors performed field audits; the special other category consisted of features from
post-audit information, which was collected in or after field audits. However, post-
audit information could not be used since it was not available until after auditors
performed the field audits. If erroneously used, it could misguide the classification
algorithms and created models that succeeded in training (and test or evaluation, prob-
ably) but failed in validation or real-world deployment. In fact, any model created
using post-audit information was not a predictive model but a descriptive one. While
such models were found to be useful to help auditors better understand cases that
had already been audited, they were unsuitable for the pilot project’s final objective
and therefore, not explored further.

The data cleaning process early on filtered out cases that had very little or no
data associated with them. The training data set still consisted of quite a few missing
values. The data set also consisted of some noise, primarily arising due to errors in
reporting from businesses filing their returns or errors due to incorrect data recording
from the DOR (especially before the DOR employed the new tax systems). However,
this was not a significant issue as the expected fraction of noisy records was very
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low. Hence, it was suggested by experts at the DOR to ignore missing values and
focus on classification models that were robust towards handling missing values and
noisy records.

We reformatted schema (for all data sets) by replacing absolute timestamps with
relative timestamps. For example, in the original training data set, three features
represented the business statuses of a case in 2004–2006. If a case was audited in
2005, the feature corresponding to its business status in 2006 would have no value. If
we intended to use a model in which these three features were referenced to classify
a case processed in 2007 (that is, if we intended to port the model to a different time
frame), we could not find any value in the feature representing the business status
of the case in 2004. What is worse, the training data set tracked data only between
2004 and 2006. To solve the problem (or to make the built models portable), we
used Y, Y-1, and Y-2 for such features. In the first situation given above, there were
values for Y and Y-1, and the value for Y-2 was null. In the second situation given
above, there were values forY,Y-1, andY-2. Then, we could use cases in the training
data set even though base values of Y were different. Deligianni and Kotsiantis used
a similar way to denote years but for the presentation of the results of forecasting
corporate bankruptcy [15].

For modeling, we used WEKA [17, 20], an open source data mining package.
Several algorithms had been experimented with and the two with the best performance
are reported here. The performance was measured using n-fold cross-validation (on
training data and test or evaluation data), and we were looking for (relatively) stable
and robust models that would be less prone to overfitting. We intended to have
models that would show us the smallest difference between performance on known
and performance on unknown data. Having and using such classification models is
why and how the data mining based approach performed well in validation where
the data set was different from training and test or evaluation data sets. For APGEN
Large, MultiBoosting [33] using Naïve Bayes [22, 36] as the base algorithm was
used, and for APGEN Small, Naïve Bayes (without MultiBoosting or any other
algorithms) was used.

We chose MultiBoosting and Naïve Bayes through experiments, in which we
also tried C4.5, multilayer perceptron, SVM, and some others. C4.5 generated
interpretable models, but in our experiments it did not demonstrate satisfactory per-
formance. In our experiments, multilayer perceptron and SVM were sensitive to
changes in parameters. For both classification algorithms, the best set of parameters
obtained on training data was usually different from that obtained on test or evalua-
tion data. Moreover, these two classification algorithms did not perform as well as
we expected. In addition, the data sets for APGEN Large and Small might not be
sufficiently large for multilayer perceptron and SVM.

Naïve Bayes assumes independence among the features. Despite that this assump-
tion is unrealistic in many situations, classification models built using Naïve Bayes
have been successfully used in many real-world applications [28, 36, 38]. Moreover,
after we finished the feature selection process, the features we used were less depen-
dent than the original features. MultiBoosting is an ensemble technique that forms
a committee (i.e. a group of classification models) to use group wisdom to make a
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decision. It is different from other ensemble techniques in the sense that it forms a
committee of sub-committees (i.e. a group of groups of classification models). Each
sub-committee is formed using AdaBoost [18], and wagging (weight aggregation)
[2] is used to further combine all these sub-committees into a single committee. It
manipulates the given data set to generate different training sets and construct diverse
member classification models. The most important characteristic of MultiBoosting
is that it exploits the bias reduction capability from AdaBoost as well as the variance
reduction capability from wagging. Bias is the average difference between a created
model and the underlying model (that generates data and in practice is unknown),
while variance represents the average difference among created models. Here the
difference arises from using different training sets and it can be measured using error
rates. AdaBoost has been shown to have effective bias as well as variance reduction,
while it is primarily used for bias reduction. On the other hand, wagging is a variant
of bagging [9] (bootstrap aggregation) and is used to reduce variance. Thus, Multi-
Boosting reduces bias as well as variance [7]. It leverages both techniques and forms
a committee that is close to the underlying model and is stable i.e. less variance or
more consistent results on unseen data.

Naïve Bayes has high bias and low variance [7, 8]. Thus, it is reasonable to use
MultiBoosting with Naïve Bayes (as the base algorithm). Boosting Naïve Bayes was
applied to claim fraud diagnosis [31]. Studies showed that MultiBoosting performed
well in the prediction of customer choice [30], the prediction of financial distress
[26], and the assessment of customer credit quality [21].

4 Evaluation

Classification models were trained or built on tax audit data collected in 2004–
2006, while they were tested or evaluated by predicting goodness of audits for 2007
APGEN audit cases. The pilot project used some instead of all such cases because
of certain restrictions (mainly those imposed by tax laws). The same withholding
amount threshold was used to split the 2007APGEN data set into (relatively) large and
small businesses and the corresponding models were used. The predictions made by
models on both large and small businesses were compared to the actual audit results.
Figure 5 illustrates the evaluation procedure for data mining based audit selection
on the APGEN Large data set for 2007 (which is different from the APGEN Large
data set for 2007 used in validation).

APGEN Large for 2007, before the audits5, experts predicted 878 cases (out of
the initial pool) to be good audits, and after the audits, 495 of them turned out to be
good audits. On applying the classification model to the same data set and comparing

5 For evaluation, all cases in the APGEN Large and Small data sets were processed and audited. We
simulated the audit case selection process and used them as the ground truth. In the simulation, no
actual field audits were conducted for the cases that were not selected by experts or the classification
models (while we had all the results).
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Fig. 5 Evaluation for APGEN Large for 2007 (test or evaluation)

the results to those from actual field audits, it was observed that the classification
model predicted 534 cases (out of the initial pool) to be good audits, out of which
386 cases (or 72.3 %) were actually good audits. To sum up, for the same pool of
candidate cases for APGEN Large for 2007, experts suggested to audit 878 cases
(and 495 of them were good), while the classification model suggested to audit 534
cases (and 386 of them were good). Results were evaluated on the ROI metric. ROI
is used as a measure of efficiency, as shown in Eq. 1, which is suggested by experts
at the DOR.

Efficiency = ROI = Total revenue generated

Total collection cost
. (1)

Simplicity and compatibility are the reasons why we did not use ROC (receiver
operating characteristic) as the performance measure. ROC was not used by experts
at the DOR. Moreover, in some audit projects, individual results were not be available
(while only average results were available) and hence ROC was not applicable.

Business analysis is important for any practical data mining application. Cleary
and Tax reported their experience in using data mining to help select better targeting
cases for audits with little business analysis [12]. In the pilot project, we followed the
suggestions given by experts at the DOR to perform business analysis and reported
the results as follows.

Table 1 summarizes results from the manual audit selection process at the time of
the pilot project, while Table 2 presents results using the data mining based approach.
In both tables, the first row (disregarding the header) indicates the number of audits
(and corresponding dollar amounts) that were selected by the process. For evaluation
purposes the following were used (these were estimates suggested by experts and
not the actual numbers): the average number of hours spent conducting a Use tax
audit is 23 (h), while the average pay of a tax specialist is $20 per hour. Thus, the
collection cost of k audits was $460k. The value seems low, but this was how experts
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Table 1 Business analysis
for the manual audit selection
process used at the time of the
pilot project for APGEN
Large for 2007 (test or
evaluation)

Good audits Bad audits Total

Number of audits 495 383 878

(56.4 %) (43.6 %) (100 %)

Revenue generated $6,502,724 $170,849 $6,673,573

(97.4 %) (2.6 %) (100 %)

Collection cost $227,700 $176,180 $403,880

(56.4 %) (43.6 %) (100 %)

Table 2 Business analysis
for the classification model
created for APGEN Large
for 2007 (test or evaluation)

Good audits Bad audits Total

Number of audits 386 148 534

(72.3 %) (27.7 %) (100 %)

Revenue generated $5,577,431 $72,744 $5,650,175

(98.7 %) (1.3 %) (100 %)

Collection cost $177,560 $68,080 $245,640

(72.3 %) (27.7 %) (100 %)

at the DOR suggested to calculate the cost for the pilot project. In Tables 1 and 2, the
second and the third rows report revenue generated and collection cost, respectively.

The ROI value for the manual audit selection process used at the time of the pilot
project for APGEN Large is 1652 % and the same for the data mining based approach
is 2300 %. This represents a 39.2 % increase in efficiency. Figure 6 illustrates audit
resource deployment efficiency (as does Fig. 8). In Fig. 6, the x-axis and y-axis
respectively represent the number of audits performed (i.e. audit effort) and the
number of audits that are successful and generate revenue. Theoretically, the best
situation is that all audits performed turn out to be profitable. This is captured by the
left-most (solid) line. Additionally, the manual audit selection process is represented
by the right-most (solid) line. Based on these two lines, the space is divided into three
regions, as shown in both figures: the left-most region (A) represents the impossible
situation of having more successful audits than the actual number of audits conducted.
The right-most region (C) represents the situation where, compared to the manual
audit selection process, fewer successful audits are obtained. Any model in this
region is less efficient than the manual audit selection process. The data mining
based approach is located in the region B. Any solution in region B represents a
method better than the audit selection process and is closer to the theoretically best
process.

From Fig. 6, the theoretically best process will find 495 successful audits when
495 audits are performed, while the manual audit selection process used at the time
of the pilot project will need 878 audits in order to obtain the same number of
successful audits. If one projects the (solid) line presenting the data mining based
approach, it is observed that in order to obtain 495 successful audits, the number
of audits performed will be lower than 878 (which is better than the manual audit
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Fig. 6 Audit resource deployment efficiency for APGEN Large for 2007 (for Tables 1 and 2)

Table 3 The confusion matrix for APGEN Large for 2007 (test or evaluation); R revenue, C
collection cost

Predicted as good Predicted as bad

Actually good 386 (Use tax collected) 109 (Use tax lost)

R= $5,577,431 (83.6 %) R= $925,293 (13.9 %)

C= $177,560 (44 %) C= $50,140 (12.4 %)

Actually bad 148 (costs wasted) 235 (costs saved)

R= $72,744 (1.1 %) R= $98,105 (1.4 %)

C= $68,080 (16.9 %) C= $108,100 (26.7 %)

selection process). It can be estimated as 534 × 495 ÷ 386, which is approximately
685. Alternatively, if the manual audit selection process selects only 534 cases, the
number of successful audits will be lower than 386, which is found by the data mining
based approach. It can be estimated as 495×534÷878, which is approximately 301.
The former number shows that with data mining, less effort is required for the same
degree of tax compliance, while the latter number shows that higher tax compliance
is achievable for the same effort. Furthermore, Table 3 presents the confusion matrix
for the classification model on the APGEN Large data set (for 2007). Columns and
rows are for predictions and actual results, respectively. Revenue and collection
cost associated with each element is also reported. The top-left element indicates
Use tax assessment collected, the top-right element indicates Use tax assessment
lost (i.e. cases predicted as bad turning out to be good), the bottom-left element
indicates collection costs wasted due to audits incorrectly predicted as good, and
the bottom-right element indicates collection costs saved when predicted bad audits
are not assessed. Notice that the data mining based approach eliminated cases that
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Fig. 7 Evaluation for APGEN Small for 2007 (test or evaluation)

Table 4 Business analysis
for the manual audit selection
process used at the time
of the pilot project for
APGEN Small for 2007
(test or evaluation)

Good audits Bad audits Total

Number of audits 99 374 473

(20.9 %) (79.1 %) (100 %)

Revenue generated $527,807 $93,259 $621,066

(98.7 %) (1.3 %) (100 %)

Collection cost $45,540 $172,040 $217,580

(20.9 %) (79.1 %) (100 %)

consumed 26.7 % of collection resources but generated only 1.4 % of revenue, thus,
significantly improving efficiency.

Figure 7 illustrates the audit selection process used at the time of the pilot project
and the data mining based approach for APGEN Small. Here, experts predicted 473
cases as good audits. After conducting field audits, only 99 of them were actually
good. For businesses in this subgroup, only one-fifth of cases selected by the audit
selection process generated revenue greater than the pre-defined threshold value. In
contrast, 47 out of 140 cases (33.6 %) selected by the classification model were truly
good audits.

Table 4 reports results for the manual audit selection process used at the time of
the pilot project, and Table 5 summarizes results for the data mining based approach.
Apart from the increase in precision, the ROI value for the manual audit selection
process for APGEN Small is 285 % and the same for the data mining based approach
is 447 %, indicating a 57 % increase in efficiency.

Similar to Fig. 6, Fig. 8 illustrates audit resource deployment efficiency. From
Fig. 8, when 99 audits are performed the theoretically best process will find 99
profitable audits. However, the manual audit selection process will need 473 audits
in order to obtain the same number of successful audits. For using the data mining
based approach to obtain 99 successful audits, the number of audits performed will
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Fig. 8 Audit resource deployment efficiency for APGEN Small for 2007 (for Tables 4 and 5)

Table 5 Business analysis for
the classification model
created for APGEN Small for
2007 (test or evaluation)

Good audits Bad audits Total

Number of audits 47 93 140

(33.6 %) (66.4 %) (100 %)

Revenue generated $263,706 $24,441 $288,147

(91.5 %) (8.5 %) (100 %)

Collection cost $21,620 $42,780 $64,400

(33.6 %) (66.4 %) (100 %)

be lower than 473. It can be estimated as 140 × 99 ÷ 47, which is approximately
295. This number shows that with data mining less effort is required to obtain the
same degree of tax compliance. Furthermore, 47 out of 140 cases selected by the
data mining based approach turn out to be successful audits. If the manual audit
selection process is used to select 140 audits, the number of successful audits will
be lower than 47. It can be estimated as 99× 140÷ 473, which is approximately 29.
This number shows that with data mining higher tax compliance is achievable for
the same effort.

The confusion matrix for the classification model for APGEN Small is presented
in Table 6. The 47 good audits correctly identified correspond to cases that consume
9.9 % of collection costs but generate 42.5 % of revenue. Note that the 281 bad
audits correctly predicted by the classification model represent notable collection
cost savings. These are associated with 59.4 % of collection costs generating only
11.1 % of the revenue.
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Table 6 The confusion matrix for APGEN Small for 2007 (test or evaluation); R revenue, C
collection cost

Predicted as good Predicted as bad

Actually good 47 (Use tax collected) 52 (Use tax lost)

R= $263,706 (42.5 %) R= $264,101 (42.5 %)

C= $21,620 (9.9 %) C= $23,920 (11 %)

Actually bad 93 (costs wasted) 281 (costs saved)

R= $24,441 (3.9 %) R= $68,818 (11.1 %)

C= $42,780 (19.7 %) C= $129,260 (59.4 %)

Fig. 9 Validation for the data mining based approach

5 Validation

This section reports results from actual field audits conducted by auditors at the
DOR. In order to evaluate the pilot project, the DOR validated the data mining based
approach by using them to select cases for actual field audits in a real audit project.
The audit selection criteria and process to generate the initial pool of candidate cases
are confidential due to DOR regulations. Thus, the data mining based approach was
used to select cases from the pool for actual field audits. Figure 9 illustrates the
process used to validate the data mining based approach.

The DOR used the classification models to select 414 tax cases for which auditors
conducted actual field audits. For the pilot project, the DOR defined a productive
audit as an audit resulting in an assessment of at least $500 per year, or $1500 per
case (for a 3-year audit period). The classification models were used to analyze the
collected tax data and the top 414 most likely predicted good audits were selected.
For these selected cases, auditors reviewed their business and tax records, visited
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Table 7 Validation results in success rate

Pre data mining (%) Data mining predicted (%) Actual (%)

Sales 29 % 38 % 37 %

Use 39 % 56 % 51 %

Table 8 Validation results

Pre data mining ($) Data mining predicted ($) Actual ($)

Sales 6497 11,976 8186

Use 5019 8623 10,829

their business locations, and determined their compliance with the tax laws. The
data mining approach used in the pilot project had been used in a real audit project
and therefore the DOR did not carry out the manual audit selection process in par-
allel. Consequently, there was no direct comparison between the data mining based
approach used here and the manual audit selection process. However, as shown in the
last step of Fig. 9, audit results from the data mining based approach were reviewed
by experts.

The DOR reviewed the results of the actual field audits and compared them to the
predicted ones. Table 7 reports results in success rate (i.e. accuracy) while Table 8
reports results in dollars. Both tables present results for Use tax and Sales tax even
though the focus of the pilot project was on Use tax (as in earlier discussion). On the
one hand, auditors would simultaneously do Use tax and Sales tax when they decided
to audit a taxpayer, no matter if the decision is based on their analysis for Use tax
or Sales tax for the taxpayer (and no matter whether data mining is used or not). On
the other hand, auditors would probably concentrate on Sales tax even though the
initial decision was from their analysis of Use tax. Such a decision depended on their
experience, the possible collection cost, and the potential profits of these selected
audits.

As one can see from Table 7, only 29 % of audits for Sales tax were thought to be
profitable by the manual audit selection process (used at the time of the pilot project),
named pre data mining process, while 38 % of audits were predicted as profitable by
the data mining based approach. After auditors performed actual field audits, 37 % of
audits turned out to be successful and generated revenue for the DOR. Similarly, 56 %
of audits for Use tax were predicted as profitable by the data mining based approach,
while only 39 % of audits were thought to be profitable by the manual audit selection
process. For Use tax, the actual success rate was 51 %, which was closer to the rate
predicted by the data mining based approach. These numbers validated that the data
mining based approach had better accuracy and consequently better efficiency.

Table 8 reports revenue in dollars predicted by the manual audit selection process
(used at the time of the pilot project) and by the data mining based approach, and
it also reports the revenue actually collected by auditors after they performed actual
field audits. The pre data mining average dollars collected was from historical data
(e.g. from auditors’ experience) but not from conducting the manual audit selection
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Table 9 Validation results of 414 actual filed audits for different categories

Overall total assessed ($) Overall average assessed ($)

Large use and sales 1,399,436 19,437

Small use and sales 72,605 2504

Large sales 6,229,248 23,776

Small sales 101,895 1998

Combined totals 7,803,184 18,848

process in parallel. Experts provided qualitative assessment of the cases that were
selected by the data mining based approach before auditors performed actual field
audits, as the column data mining predicted suggests. The results from actual field
audits were in the last column. The detailed assessment results are not reported here
since they are protected by law. Results in dollars for different categories are reported
in Table 9. As described earlier, auditors would concentrate their attention on Use
tax, Sales tax, or both once they decided to conduct field audits. Therefore, there are
different categories shown in Table 9. These results clearly show that the data mining
based approach generated more revenue for the DOR. For example, in Table 9, the
DOR assessed Sales tax of $23,776 in average for relatively large businesses. Please
recall that the threshold for being a profitable audit was set to $1500 per case (for a
3-year audit period). The result achieved by the data mining based approach clearly
proved that it was able to not only save costs and efforts but also generate more
revenue. What is more, the manual audit selection process (used at the time of the
pilot project) was struggling with relatively small businesses and usually most cases
generated less than $1500. Nevertheless, the average amount of assessed Sales and
Use taxes achieved by the data mining based approach was $2504. Furthermore,
if auditors decided to concentrate on Sales tax, the average assessed amount for
relatively large businesses was $23,776 while that for relatively small businesses
was $1998. Considering the threshold was set to $1500 per case, and the average
assessed amount of dollars was $18,848, revenue generated by the data mining based
approach was over 12 times of the threshold that was associated with the average
collection cost. These results demonstrated that data mining had the potential to
efficiently and effectively perform more sophisticated tax audit selection.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a case study of a pilot project and shared our experiences of using
data mining to improve audit selection for the Minnesota Department of Revenue
(DOR). Additionally, we have described some practical challenges when applying
data mining to audit selection. Improving the efficiency of audit selection and further
the productivity of the tax assessment process is an essential component of driving
revenue growth for the DOR as well as the government. The audit selection process
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is a human-intensive process required of knowledgeable experts. However, apart
from being cumbersome, the process is also inefficient. Bad audits not only waste
auditors’ time and resources but also erode revenue. The approach developed in the
pilot project is to use the data mining based approach (i.e. classification models)
for the purpose of improving audit selection. Since data play a vital role in any data
mining project, considerable attention was paid to data pre-processing, cleaning, and
reformatting. Models were trained and tested using real-world data. The results of
the pilot project showed that the data mining based approach achieved an increase
of 63.1 % in efficiency. The most important part of the pilot project is the validation
from actual field audits which demonstrated the usefulness of data mining for im-
proving audit selection in terms of accuracy as well as revenue generated. Improving
government efficiency is important for effective governance, while improving tax
assessment efficiency is essential for economic activities. This is especially critical
in a tough economy. The pilot project provided a further impact of increased interest
among the government for effective applications of data mining. The direct impact
is a reexamination and refinement of other tax assessment processes that are in use
but may be inefficient.
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